
Spot Repair Case 
for repairing Paint Damage 
on Metallic Façades

The 

MUST-HAVE 

for tradesmen
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Spot Repair Case
Everything you need for a 
professional repair on site
With the Spot Repair Case from Monopol Colors you can eliminate ugly 
scratches and seams on the metallic façade quickly, simply, and econo-
mically. Because there is everything you need for a professional repair 
job! You will find the video with instructions on our YouTube channel.  

CHF 
 350.- 
without top coat*

Cleaners and Paints  

Protopol F60 Spray    Smoothing out unevenness

Qualiprotec Abrasive Cleaner B   Basic cleaning of surface

Vernidur FP Smoothener Spray  Smoothing out transitions in edge zones

 

Accessories 

Adhesive tape   Fixing masking paper    

Masking paper   Protecting intact surfaces

Sandpaper and sanding block   Pre-sanding scratches and unevenness

Spray nozzles (Flexjet & conventional)    Equipping spray

Stanley knife   Cutting masking paper to size

Tack cloth    Removing dust after sanding 

 

Protection 

Cleaning cloths   Removing dirt 

Gloves    Protecting hands

Hand cream   Protecting skin and removing dirt  

Protective clothing with mask   Protecting clothes and airways

Protective goggles    Protecting eyes  

*Important: Your top coat is not included with the equipment in the standard repair case.  
It is best if, when ordering the paint, you tell us how many repair spray cans are needed. The spray 
cans are then filled when the paint is prepared for your order and can be added to the Spot Repair 
Case. If a top coat is not ordered, the contents have to be mixed in a separate operation resulting in 
considerable extra cost. 

Case can be taken apart (three separate parts)

Spray nozzles: conventional or Flexjet 

Handy trolley case for easy transport

How-to Video on YouTube

On our YouTube channel, sales specialist Daniel Wehrli gives you 

step-by-step instructions on how to repair a surface using the Spot 

Repair Case. 


